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As usual, we can spend some time discussing a bit about 
meditation and then actually sit in meditation. There is 
currently strong interest in meditation, so it would be good 
to reflect on why people would be interested in meditation. 
Usually those who have an interest in meditation have an 
education. Most interested people have done up to fifteen or 
twenty years of study already and thus have a good 
education background.  

What this shows is that having an academic education is 
somehow not sufficient to feel happy and satisfied. When I 
think about why individuals who have already done 
extensive studies would be interested in meditation, my 
opinion is that they don’t feel that the education they have 
done is enough. It hasn’t served the purpose of bringing 
about happiness, particularly mental happiness, in their 
lives. So taking the initiative to do some further training in 
meditation, I believe, is done with the hope and intention 
that it will bring about more happiness and meaning in their 
lives. 

On another level, there might be some who feel that while 
they have had an extensive education, it has not been 
sufficient to help subdue their mind. If they could add on a 
training or study that could help subdue their mind, that 
would be really good for them. That is how I feel that many 
would relate to meditation. 

So what is the demarcation between a study that has helped 
to subdue the mind, and one that hasn’t? If education has 
helped to subdue their mind then there would be certain 
indications that that criterion has been met. Whereas there 
are also certain signs if their education has not helped to 
subdue their mind.  

The sign that education one has done has not helped to 
subdue the mind would be when it does not help one to 
have a settled, calm and particularly a peaceful state of 
mind. If one’s study has not contributed to achieving that 
then that is a clear sign or indication that it has not 
contributed to subduing the mind.  

Why has that kind of education not contributed to a calmer 
and more peaceful state of mind, and led to a more agitated 
and distracted state of mind. This could occur particularly in 
relation to influencing the mind to have more afflicted states 
of mind such as pride, a sense of competitiveness with 
others and to have more desire and anger. These are some of 
the afflicted states of mind. So, if it has contributed to the 
mind being more afflicted it would have caused the mind to 
be unsubdued.  

If the earlier education that one has done has not contributed 
to afflictions arising, then it becomes a condition for the 
mind to become more at ease, gentler and more peaceful and 
the basis for one to gain more and more happiness in one’s 
mind. Rather than contributing to a more agitated mind it 
would contribute to a more peaceful state of mind. When 

education becomes the means for afflictions to arise we 
experience the opposite: a more agitated mind that is more 
vulnerable to afflictions arising. The moment an affliction 
arises in the mind it disturbs the peace and tranquillity of the 
mind, and calmness is not experienced.  

This is something that I have found through my own 
investigation using reasoning and logic. However one can 
also come to this conclusion based on one’s own experience. 
What I am intending to do is to share with you whatever 
understanding that I have gained in an experiential and 
logical way, so that you might start using your own 
intelligence. Through your own investigation and your own 
intelligence you may find the clear distinction between the 
education or training that helps to appease the mind to make 
it more peaceful and happy, and the education that might 
not contribute to a peaceful state of mind and instead creates 
a more agitated state of mind. That understanding or 
wisdom can be gained through a logical process, and one’s 
own experience. 

The reason why I share what I find to be true for myself, 
through my own investigation and experience, is to 
encourage you to investigate further yourself and find out 
whether that is true for yourself as well. Our kind and 
incomparable teacher, the Buddha, said after he gave certain 
advice and teachings, ‘You need not accept what I say out of 
respect for me, rather investigate yourself and only accept it 
when you find it be true through your logic and 
investigation’. This is in fact the very skilful, compassionate 
way that the Buddha taught. He didn’t impose his ideas and 
views upon his listeners but rather shared what he had 
understood through his own insight, and then allowed his 
listeners to investigate and find out for themselves whether 
it is true or not.  

Indeed the understanding and insights one gains through 
one’s own investigation can be much firmer and more stable. 
We can see this in the normal situation where if someone 
had told us something, and we haven’t have the direct 
experience or seen it for ourselves, then when we relate it to 
others the only thing we can say is ‘someone else told me 
so’. But it doesn’t hold much weight if you say that you just 
heard it from someone. Whereas if you can tell others that 
you have actually experienced it, and seen it for yourself, 
what you are sharing is much more acceptable to others. 
This shows that investigation and one’s own understanding 
and insights are much more valuable.  

So the advice that the Buddha gave is to use your own 
intelligence or wisdom to find out whether something is true 
or not. We can see, even from a contemporary view, that this 
is a very good system of training. It is endorsing one and 
encouraging one to use one’s own wisdom and intelligence. 
So we can see for ourselves that it is a very valuable system 
of training.  

The main point that I was trying to emphasise earlier is, in 
summary, that meditation can be understood as a training 
that helps to subdue the mind. This, of course, does not 
underestimate the value of the other educational studies we 
need to do in life. Other education is the means for our 
survival and betterment in our life. We definitely need a 
formal education from school and so forth. However if one 
can complement that with the education and training of the 
mind, then that combination can be extremely beneficial in 
the later part of one’s life.  

I particularly encourage the younger generation to take heed 
and interest in this combination at the early stages of their 
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life. As I have emphasised in the past, between the age of 
fifteen and thirty, one’s intelligence or the clarity of mind is 
in a heightened state and because of that one can absorb and 
learn much more at that time. One has the capacity at that 
time to learn so much. So, as one gets an education if one can 
pay attention even at an early age to the techniques of 
training of mind and try to apply that in one’s life, then 
when one gets a little bit older one does not have to start 
from the beginning. It would be at one’s disposal to put it 
into practise. It will become much easier later on.  

The reason why I emphasise the need to apply oneself to 
education between the age of fifteen and thirty, particularly 
around eighteen or nineteen, is that this is the prime of 
youth when one can absorb so much understanding. I know 
this from my own experience. When I was eighteen or 
nineteen I was fully engaged in studies, and when I reflect 
back, that is when I learnt the most. Of course if one doesn’t 
utilise one’s intelligence when it is in this heightened state 
one will not benefit much from it. So in order to use that 
heightened state of intelligence in one’s prime or youth one 
has to access and use further training so one can get the 
benefit. It is for these reasons that I encourage the younger 
generation. I feel that it would be good to seize the great 
opportunity that you have at this time of your life and it will 
benefit you in the future. 

The reason why I emphasise this again and again is because 
one has to take an interest in one’s own wellbeing. One has 
to look after one’s own wellbeing because there is no one 
else that can provide that for one. One has the sole 
responsible for the outcome of one’s life. One’s wellbeing in 
life is dependent on oneself. One’s physical health depends 
on one’s own initiative in looking after one’s body. Others 
can encourage and help us to a certain extent, but the 
ultimate responsibility lies with us. Likewise one needs to 
take the initiative to acquire all the necessary conditions to 
have a happy mind. That is also something that others 
cannot provide us with. We need to take the initiative 
ourselves. So, because it is dependent on one’s own 
initiative, one needs to take that responsibility. 

One needs to consider these points well because if we lead a 
life filled with different kinds of distractions, and were to 
ask whether that brings some sense of pleasure or happiness, 
one may say ‘Yes’. But if, because of that enjoyment, one 
devotes one’s time completely to these distractions and 
pleasures one may spend quite a number of years in a 
seemingly happy state, but immersing and indulging in 
those pleasures hinders the development of the potential we 
have for an inner sense of happiness and wellbeing. Then 
one may reach a point where one feels completely empty 
and feels a lack of joy within. When one starts feeling a sense 
of lack of joy and happiness in one’s mind it is a very 
uncomfortable place to be. Therefore one needs to try to be a 
little bit far sighted and see that if one does not put some 
effort into protecting a real, deeper, genuine sense of 
happiness within one now, and reaches a point of decline it 
could be quite difficult to restore without a lot of effort. So 
what I am attempting to do here is to help you to secure the 
great potential you have to experience a genuine sense of 
happiness and wellbeing.  

My observations are that many youngsters like to immerse 
themselves in just having fun and enjoying themselves. By 
doing that they are wasting a great opportunity, particularly 
for their education. When they reach their late teens, early 
twenties, many youngsters neglect the opportunity to study 
and get an education. They seem to become quite drawn into 

an easy going life with friends and enjoying themselves. 
However what I feel is that having a joy in studying is like 
having a good companion, a good friend. That state of mind 
where you just take it easy and don’t care about one’s 
studies and procrastinates is what I would call laziness. A 
friend is not really a good friend if they influence one in a 
bad way, and obstruct one from achieving one’s goal. 

That state of mind in which one just wants enjoyment, and 
to have a good time, is a form of laziness and the worst 
obstruction to gaining knowledge and good qualities. 
Initially, of course, when you are immersed in that kind of 
lifestyle of taking it easy, enjoying life and not paying 
attention to one’s studies, one doesn’t notice how one is 
wasting one’s time and a great opportunity to get an 
education and good qualities. At a later point in one’s life, in 
hindsight, one can realise that, ‘Yes, I have wasted a lot of 
great opportunities by having a great time.’ 

That carefree life of just enjoying oneself and going out and 
partying is a distraction and obstructs one from paying 
attention to one’s studies. One can also start getting into bad 
habits of substance abuse, such as smoking and drinking. 
When one becomes habituated to smoking and drinking it is 
not easy to give up, and then that bad habit remains with 
one for quite a long time and it is detrimental to one’s health. 
Because I see this occurring I am taking the initiative to share 
this with those who can associate and relate to what I am 
saying. The reason why I again share this here is because 
many parents that I know have confided in me saying, 
‘Geshe-la, if you give this kind of advice it seems to be very 
helpful. My children would be keener to listen to you rather 
than listening to me’.  

When one develops bad habits of substance abuse such as 
smoking and drinking, at worst becoming addicted, in the 
early part of one’s life, the detrimental effect may not be seen 
or understood right away. But when one reaches one’s 
sixties and seventies it becomes very evident that it has 
taken a toll on one’s body. Medical practitioners and doctors 
have told me that there is a huge difference in someone who 
abstains from substance abuse in the early part of their life. 
Their health and their body are much sounder. Whereas the 
health of those who had abused their bodies with substances 
is much poorer and there are many complications.  

I share this with the younger generation because your bodies 
are now are in the prime of youth, pure and clean and full of 
vital energy. If you were to destroy your vitality and pure 
body with substances it would be a shame and a pity. The 
way to try not to fall into these bad habits is to constantly 
think about the ill effects of drinking and smoking and so 
forth, and not think about the advantages of it, as if there are 
any advantages of drinking and smoking. If you think about 
the pleasurable side you will naturally be inclined to drink 
and smoke more. But if you start thinking about the ill 
effects, and the disadvantages of such substances, then one 
can take the initiative to try to avoid or minimise their use 
and eventually to overcome them.  

When one falls into these bad habits of substance abuse one 
may also end up in a situation where one may not have 
much money left to buy the essentials to really sustain 
oneself, and be short of money all the time.  

I recall once seeing a mother with three children and I was 
informed that she was very destitute and didn’t have 
enough money to feed her children. I said ‘I don’t think that 
she should be destitute because I am aware that the 
government provides enough money to feed herself and her 
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children’. The response I got was, ‘Well, the government 
definitely gives money for food and drink, but not to drink 
alcohol’, implying that she was using the money to buy 
alcohol and didn’t have enough money left to feed herself 
and the children. I have witnessed situations that show it is 
true that if one use substances, one can become quite 
impoverished and not have enough money for one’s 
essentials. So when I see individuals who take the initiative 
to take care of themselves and avoid drinking and so forth, it 
gives me a sense of joy and satisfaction. I feel, ‘Oh, that’s 
wonderful that they are able to avoid using substances and 
take care of themselves’. I find that it is really a great thing 
that they are doing.  

Returning to the main point, which is that the practice of 
meditation is a method and technique for subduing the 
mind; meditation also helps one to gain more self-control. 

Strong, intense afflictions in the mind can influence one to 
take up bad habits that are detrimental to one’s physical and 
mental health. So applying the opposite will contribute to 
our wellbeing through becoming more familiar with having 
good habits in one’s lives. A good habit is influenced by a 
subdued, controlled mind that is not completely dominated 
by the afflictions. One gains a more subdued mind through 
the practice of meditation. This is a positive and practical 
way that meditation can benefit our lives. With that 
understanding we can see the significance of the practice of 
meditation and we would be more inclined to try and adopt 
it in our lives.  

We can be more specific about how the afflictions influence 
one to adopt bad habits. Someone who consumes alcohol 
excessively does so because of the desire for alcohol. It is the 
desire for alcohol that causes one to consume alcohol and 
become quite addicted to it. Likewise someone who is 
excessively smoking does so because of the desire for the 
seemingly pleasurable effects that one has from smoking. 
Then, due to that desire, one becomes addicted to smoking. 
So this is how we can understand it. 

To want to engage in training that helps to subdue the mind 
one needs to understand that one needs to have a more 
controlled mind. A controlled mind here means a mind that 
has control over one’s afflictions. The mind is not swayed 
and influenced by afflictions in general but particularly by 
strong, very intense afflictions, so one needs to protect one’s 
mind from being influenced by them. That is how we 
understand the significance of a subdued mind and 
meditation practice.  

The meditation practice that we adopt here is one where we 
intentionally withdraw our focus from distracting objects. 
They are called distracting objects when their influence 
causes afflictions to start to arise in our mind. In order to not 
be influenced by those objects so that the afflictions don’t 
arise in our mind, we need to withdraw our attention and 
focus from those objects. That is initially the only way to 
stop one engaging with those objects. So applying the 
meditation technique involves making the commitment that, 
‘I am not going to allow my mind to run after distracting 
objects, whether they be thoughts, memories or anything 
that distracts my mind.’ So initially we withdraw from that, 
and bring our focus inward. This practice can then help 
one’s mind to become more familiar with focusing on 
something positive rather than the distractions. When we 
bring our focus inward, we initially place our awareness 
within us and then we place our attention and focus on our 
breath as our meditation object, by observing our natural in 
and out breaths. We will keep a hundred percent focus on 

the breath itself for the next few minutes and this will be the 
actual meditation practice. (Pause for meditation). 

With the remaining short time we have Geshe-la welcomes 
questions. If you have a good question you can raise your 
hand.  

Sometimes when there is no question it might mean that the 
question has been answered by what I have presented 
earlier. That seems to be the case sometimes. Once I was 
informed that a lady in Adelaide wanted to come over and 
ask me some questions. My immediate response was, ‘Oh, 
she doesn’t have to travel all the way from Adelaide to come 
here. There are some teachers there too, and she could check 
and could ask them questions’. The reply I got was, ‘She 
really wants to come and see you to ask those questions’. I 
then emphasised that she has to either come by bus, which is 
a long trip, or airplane, which is costly, but apparently she 
wasn’t deterred and really wanted to come. I gave her a time 
to meet on Thursday, but she came the day before on 
Wednesday, and came to the evening class. The next day I 
got a message saying that she didn’t need to see me anymore 
because her questions were all answered.  

We come to the end of our time. So, before we end the 
session we can just take the opportunity again to do a few 
minutes of meditation. This time we can focus on the sound 
of the Buddha Shakyamuni’s mantra being recited. As we 
hear the sound of the mantra we try to keep our focus and 
attention on that sound. Then, when the meditation 
subsides, we try to be aware of the nice feeling one may get 
and the vacuity and that will suffice for our meditation. 
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